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DUAL CLEARANCE SQUEEZE FILM DAMPER

FOR HIGH LOAD CONDITIONS

David P. Fleming

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

Squeeze film dampers are widely used to control vibrations 1n aircraft
turbine engines and other rotating machinery. However, 1f shaft unbalance
rises appreciably above the design value (e.g., due to a turbine blade loss),
a conventional squeeze film will be overloaded, and will no longer be effective
1n controlling vibration amplitudes and bearing forces. This paper describes

T a new damper concept characterized by two oil films. Under normal conditions,
in only one low-clearance film 1s active, allowing precise location of the shaft
S centerllne. Under high unbalance conditions, both films are active, control-
ui 11ng shaft vibration 1n a near-optimum manner, and allowing continued operation

until a safe shutdown can be made.

INTRODUCTION

Squeeze film dampers have been used successfully for many years to control
vibration of gas turbine rotors. Many aircraft engines depend on them to keep
vibration from exceeding tolerable levels. Conventional squeeze film dampers,
however, are nonlinear elements - the stiffness and damping they provide vary
with vlbratlonal amplitude. Thus a damper designed for normal levels of shaft
unbalance may be completely unsuitable for higher unbalance levels such as
occur when a turbine blade 1s lost. In some cases of high unbalance, perform-
ance may degrade to that of a rigidly supported shaft, with possible cata-
strophic results as vibration amplitude exceeds available clearances and causes
bearings to be overloaded.

The Ideal damper 1s one that 1s linear - the stiffness and damping coef-
ficients do not change with vibration amplitude. One such design 1s the curved
beam damper (refs. 1 and 2). In theory, this damper should be completely
linear. A possible disadvantage 1s that damping effectiveness could be largely
lost 1f any air 1s Introduced Into the damper fluid.

The quasi-linear range of a conventional squeeze film can be enlarged by
Increasing the damper clearance. This has the disadvantage of requiring the
damper to be longer. Furthermore, the added clearance results 1n less precise
radial location of the rotor, possibly allowing rubbing of seal surfaces at
engine startup and shutdown. Centering springs (e.g., squirrel cage) are some-
times used 1n conjunction with squeeze film dampers. The stiffness of these
springs 1s chosen for rotordynamlc purposes, however, and 1s frequently too
low for purposes of shaft centerllne location. These disadvantages of the
conventional squeeze film can be somewhat mitigated by the multiple-shim damper
(ref. 3), but the total clearance required may still be larger than desirable.



This paper Introduces the dual-film damper. Under normal operating con-
ditions 1t functions exactly like a conventional squeeze film damper, using
only one of Its oil films. When the unbalance reaches abusive levels, as may
occur with a blade loss or foreign object damage, the second, larger-clearance
film becomes active, controlling vibration amplitudes 1n a near-optimum manner
until the engine can be safely shut down and repaired.

NOMENCLATURE

B damping coefficient
C damper radial clearance
e journal displacement relative to Its bearing
K damper stiffness coefficient
L damper length

R damper radius
c damper eccentricity ratio, e/C
v fluid viscosity

SQUEEZE FILM DAMPER CHARACTERISTICS

A conventional squeeze film damper 1s shown 1n figure 1. Within the
limits of Its capability, 1t effectively controls shaft vibration and bearing
loads. For an open-end damper with a fully-cavltated (w) film, the stiffness
and damping coefficients are conveniently determined through the short bearing
approximation. From (ref. 1):
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It 1s apparent from these expressions that, for small eccentricities,
stiffness Increases approximately linearly with e and damping 1s approxi-
mately constant. For eccentricity ratios greater than about one-half, however,
the (1 - e^) term 1n the denominator of both expressions means that stiffness
and damping now Increase more rapidly as eccentricity Increases. Theoreti-
cally, they Increase without limit as c approaches 1. It 1s this nonlinear
property which 1s responsible for the undesirable characteristics of squeeze
film damped rotors at high unbalance loads.

Example of damped rotor behavior. - A multlmass rotor which dynamically
simulates a small gas turbine engine 1s shown as figure 2. In reference 4,
squeeze film damper supports were designed for this rotor. The dampers were
sized to handle a distributed unbalance of up to 29 g cm (0.4 oz In.) for
operation between the first and second critical speeds. For this level of
unbalance the vibration amplitude at the center disk of the rotor 1s shown as
the bottom curve of figure 3. Amplitude 1s very well controlled, and 1s, 1n



fact, nearly Identical to what would be obtained with the optimum stiffness
and damping coefficients derived In reference 4.

The rotating load on the bearings due to the 29 g cm unbalance 1s plotted
as the bottom curve of figure 4. Again, the results are very similar to those
obtained with optimum constant damping and stiffness. The very low load near
10 000 rpm occurs because a nodal point 1n the rotor mode shape 1s very near
the bearings at that speed.

When the unbalance Is Increased to 72 g cm (1 oz 1n.), the behavior
changes markedly. There Is now a large peak near 8000 rpm 1n both vibration
amplitude and bearing load. This speed 1s the first critical speed of the
rotor when the bearings are rigidly supported. The amplitude peak which was
prominent near 10 000 rpm for the 29 g cm unbalance 1s now almost completely
masked.

If the unbalance Is further Increased to 290 g cm (4 oz 1n.)f amplitudes
and bearing loads also Increase further, but the character of the response
changes little from that at 72 g cm unbalance. The damper 1s nearly bottomed
and 1s almost completely Ineffective 1n controlling vibration. This 1s evi-
denced by the response curves being nearly coincident with those for rigidly
supported bearings, shown as dashed curves In figures 3 and 4.

The maximum vibration calculated over the speed range from 0 to 14 000
rpm 1s plotted 1n figure 5 as a function of the rotor unbalance. The response
has been normalized by dividing by the amount of unbalance to obtain a sensi-
tivity factor.

Up to an unbalance of 29 g cm, the sensitivity of the squeeze-film sup-
ported rotor 1s very close to that calculated for optimized constant stiffness
and damping coefficients. (This optimum does not change with unbalance.)
From about 29 to 43 g cm (0.6 oz 1n.), two stable solutions exist to the rotor-
dynamic equations of motion. In this bistable region, the rotor can operate
stably at either of two conditions - high or low amplitude. It 1s sometimes
possible to accelerate the rotor through the rigid-support critical speed and
operate at low amplitude. If, however, the rotor 1s disturbed by an outside
force, 1t may "jump up" to the high amplitude solution. Such jump phenomena
have been observed experimentally 1n references 5 and 6.

Above an unbalance of 43 g cm and near the critical speed the high ampli-
tude response 1s the only solution. Both amplitude and bearing load are very
nearly as high as for rigidly supported bearings. Amplitudes and loads
approaching these predicted values would obviously prove catastrophic to the
machine Involved.

DUAL CLEARANCE DAMPER

The dual-clearance damper was designed 1n order to (1) maintain close
control of rotor radial location during normal operation when the rotor 1s
well balanced; (2) maintain control of vibration amplitude and bearing load
during operation above the critical speed with high unbalance; and (3) allow
safe deceleration through the critical speed with high unbalance. Figure 6



Illustrates the concept. It consists of two squeeze film dampers operating 1n
series. During normal operation, the sleeve separating the two damper films
Is fixed 1n place by two or more shear pins. Only the Inner film 1s active;
behavior 1s then Identical to that of the single-film damper of figure 1. The
clearance 1s only as high as 1s required for the rotor unbalance likely to
occur 1n normal operation; thus the rotor radial location can be closely con-
trolled. In the event of rotor blade loss or some other occurance which
Increases the unbalance, the damper load rises until the strength of the shear
pins 1s exceeded. The pins shear, allowing the sleeve to move, and activating
the outer damper film. The two films then operate 1n series; that 1s, the
bearing load 1s transmitted first through the Inner film; then through the
sleeve and outer film to the machine structure. The outer film will generally
have a larger clearance than the Inner film 1n order to accommodate the larger
amplitude of motion necessarily accompanying the higher unbalance. The Inner
and outer dampers will continue to operate together until the unbalance 1s
corrected and new shear pins Installed. 011 supply passages are not shown 1n
figure 6; however, oil 1s typically supplied through a feed hole 1n the outer
side of the outer film. The Inner damper receives Its oil from the outer
damper via a feed hole 1n the sleeve. The outer damper shown 1s of closed-end
design. It was found when working out the design example to be discussed below
that a shorter length for the damper would suffice than for an open-end damper.

DESIGN EXAMPLE

For the purpose of an example, a damper was designed for the rotor of
reference 4. This rotor, as Illustrated 1n figure 2, consists of five concen-
trated masses on a slender shaft. The rotor 1s supported 1n ball bearings
which are 1n turn supported by suitably designed dampers. The rotor was
assumed to be operating with 290 g cm of unbalance; this 1s ten times the
unbalance that was assumed for the design of the damper 1n reference 4. The
design procedure 1s similar to that of reference 4. That 1s, the optimum
support stiffness and damping determined 1n that work were duplicated Insofar
as feasible at the first rigid-support critical speed of 8280 rpm. The
optimum stiffness and damping for each of the two bearing supports are

K = 0.91 MN/m (5150 lb/1n.)
B = 1050 to 1470 Ns/m (6 to 8.4 Ib sec/1n.)

It has also been assumed, as 1n reference 4, that the bearing supports (com-
prising the ball bearing and Inner damper journal) each have a mass of 1.2 kg
(2.7 Ib), which was determined 1n reference 4 to be half of the first modal
mass of the rotor. Thus the ratio of total support mass to rotor modal mass
1s one. Turbine oil with a viscosity of 11.9 mN s/m2 (1.73xlQ-6 Ib
sec/In2) 1s available to the damper.

For normal operation, with a distributed unbalance of no more than 29 g
cm, the damper design of reference 4 has been shown to be near optimum. There-
fore this design will be used unchanged for the Inner damper. It consists of
an open end damper with a central feed groove; dimensions are summarized as
follows:



Journal diameter 39.6 mm (1.56 1n.)
Total working length 11.4 mm (0.45 1n.)
Radial clearance 0.13 mm (0.005 In.)

In addition, there 1s a centering spring, operating 1n parallel with the
damper, having a stiffness of 235 kN/m (1290 lb/1n.).

The damper amplitude at the rigid support critical speed of 8280 rpm with
290 g cm unbalance was determined from a rotor response code to be 0.45 mm
(0.018 1n.) for the optimum stiffness and damping of 0.91 MN/m and 1470 N s/m,
respectively. A workable damper design must allow for this much motion 1f
rotor amplitude and bearing load are to be minimized. Common practice 1s to
set damper clearance at 2 or 2 1/2 times the maximum anticipated amplitude;
thus c < 0.5, and the highly nonlinear range of the damper 1s largely avoided.
This clearance 1s a compromise between two conflicting requirements. From the
standpoint of avoiding high-eccentricity operation, a large damper clearance
1s desirable. However, a large clearance also requires the damper radius or
length to be large, as can be seen from equations 1. This makes 1t desirable
to minimize the clearance so that overall damper dimensions are reasonable.

The clearance of the outer damper was provisionally set at 0.76 mm
(0.030 1n.); this clearance, when added to that of the Inner damper, 1s
slightly under twice the expected damper amplitude. Both open end and closed
end designs were evaluated. The procedures are nearly Identical; only that
for the closed end design will be described, as that was the design adopted.

For a cavltated closed end damper, stiffness and damping, from
reference 1, are:
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The outer and Inner dampers are 1n series; thus the effective stiffness and
damping of the combination were determined by an Iteration scheme having total
damper amplitude as Its Input. The guiding principle was that the force
developed by the outer damper must be equal to and collnear with that developed
by the Inner damper. The outer and Inner dampers have different clearances,
and 1n the present example are different types (closed and open end, respec-
tively). Therefore, although the forces must be equal and collnear, the dis-
placements are not. For either damper, total force developed 1s given by

F2 = (Ke)2 t (Be*)2

where e, K, and B are the amplitude, stiffness, and damping for the parti-
cular damper (I.e., eq. (1) for the Inner damper and eq. (2) for the outer
damper). The mass of the sleeve was neglected.

For preliminary design purposes, a program was written for a desktop com-
puter to carry out the Iteration mentioned above. After several trials, outer
damper dimensions were determined which yielded an overall damping coefficient
of the optimum value, 1470 Ns/m, at a damper amplitude of 0.45 mm and
precession rate of 8280/m1n. Fortuitously, stiffness was also near optimum.



The damper dimensions thus determined were then used as input to a rotor
response code. This code was originally written for fixed values of support
stiffness and damping (ref. 7). It was subsequently modified for the work of
reference 4 to handle single-film squeeze dampers; the method used is similar
to that of reference 8. For the present work the iteration scheme for series
dampers was incorporated.

The rotordynamics analysis showed that for 290 g cm unbalance, 0.76 mm
clearance, and outer damper dimensions as determined above, bistable operation
was possible near the rigid-support critical speed. This is similar to what
was found for the single-film damper for unbalance above 29 g cm. This bi-
stable region could not be eliminated without substantially enlarging the
outer damper clearance. A modest increase in stiffness and damping
coefficients (50 percent), however, reduced the bistable region to a speed
band of only 250 rpm, or 3 percent of the critical speed. This was considered
acceptable, as the rotor is expected to be in this speed band only when
decelerating from running speed. It will pass through the band in a few
revolutions; amplitude consequently cannot build up to the high values
predicted by steady state analysis.

Outer damper dimensions determined are:

R = 51 mm (2 in.)
L = 41 mm (1.63 in.)
C = 0.76 mm (0.030 in.)

An open end outer damper was also investigated. It required a consider-
ably greater length, and thus is not as practical as the closed end design.

DUAL DAMPER PERFORMANCE

Figure 7 shows the amplitude of the rotor center disk as a function of
speed for unbalance of 290 g cm. For comparison, amplitude for a rotor with
optimum (fixed) stiffness and damping coefficients is also shown. It is
apparent that the dual damper compares very well with the theoretical constant-
coefficient damper. Maximum rotor amplitude, though seemingly high at 1.4 mm
(0.056 in.), is very nearly the lowest that can be attained with any damper,
and less than 5 percent of the amplitude predicted for the single-film-damped
rotor (see fig. 3). Bearing load is shown in figure 8. Maximum load for the
dual-film damper is somewhat higher than that for the optimum constant-
coefficient damper. This occurs because the dual-film damper was intentionally
made stiffer to reduce the probability of high amplitudes accompanying bistable
operation. A comparison with figure 4 shows that maximum bearing load is less
than 2 percent of the maximum predicted for the single-film damper.

The sensitivity of the dual-film damped rotor over a range of unbalance
levels is shown in figure 5. The sensitivity is close to the optimum over the
entire range, and only slightly higher than for the single-film damper at low
unbalance levels.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

A dual-clearance squeeze film damper has been described. This damper
offers the same good performance as conventional single-film dampers at normal
unbalance levels. When unbalance rises because of blade loss or other
abnormal conditions, the dual-film damper, unlike the single-film damper, 1s
still able to effectively damp vibration and prevent destructive rotor
amplitudes and bearing loads.
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